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Dear Friends and Family, First of all we hope that you have had a good Christmas. It has already been a year and a half since we got married and moved together to the French Riviera. We realize we haven't given much news and as the year is reaching its end, we feel it is a good idea to let you know about our little life in France.



Mr Pinson's year



Mme Pinson's year



After a year of living alone in my little village house in Vallauris, it has been great to share another year and a half with Jimena there. I had felt from the beginning that this would be a perfect place for two people, and Jimena enjoyed this place very much as well. It's only when we learned that Jimena was pregnant in the end of the summer that we began to search for another place to set a home for our growing family. The first apartment I saw on the Internet pleased me immediately. It was spacious, clear, exactly in our budget, and situated in the hills around Grasse, a place where I thought of living for quite some time. I appreciate the quietness and the great view you get from there. Unfortunately when I called the agency to have more information about it they told me it was already rented. We were a bit disappointed, but we thought that if this place was meant for us, God would surely make a way for us to have it. We then visited other apartments in the month that followed, but nothing was quite as nice as this first apartment we had seen. Then one day, we saw that the announcement for this apartment was still on-line, even though it was supposed to be rented. I called the agency and they told me that the person who was to rent it a month before never signed the papers, because he found another house. So, thanks to God's faithfulness, we moved to this new flat in



The blue skies with no trace of clouds, the rare grey days when the colours jump at you, good bread, Lavender fields, a sea water-coloured in deep Turquoise, little children standing by our car when we go off to wish us a "bon voyage" and "bonne chance" for that matter, pointy grey mountains covered with snow, or red warm mountains that soak up sunsets, little words like "coucou", or the way young and old say "Bonjour" all the time... I still can't get enough of this beautiful place! I had so many doubts and even uncertainties of what life in France with a French guy would be like, but so far it has been nothing like I imagined... I have not been bored, I have not really been homesick, I haven't gotten tired of seeing the same person everyday, on the contrary I find that there is so much to In Sainte-Croix-du-Verdon do and learn, that I am home, and that the guy I was afraid I would get tired of seeing on a daily basis is a joy to be with morning, noon and night. I do think that I have changed much in the last



Magagnosc where we are happily living now. The year 2008 has been a family time for us. In January we spent a whole week in the mountains with my parents in Valberg. This is where Jimena learned to ski, something she thought she'd never be able to do. I had promised to take her to the snowy mountains long ago, and this was the first occasion we had to go there. Then in May we all gathered in Bonaire for two weeks with my parents, my sister and Jimena's family. We had a great time there. Jimena's parents were selling their house, so it was a last opportunity to have a family reunion there. My parents were also very glad to get to know the place where Jimena grew up. When we came back from Bonaire, our little family had already grown from 2 to 3, since Sunchi, Jimena's 13-year-old dog, came back with us. She has been joining us on all our trips, travelling through Europe to visit family or attend weddings. Jimena snowshoeing Thanksgiving has been a special time for us this year, for several reasons. First of all, Jimena's birthday fell on that day, which only happens very rarely (once every 5 to 11 years). Secondly, we had a lot of reasons to be thankful : we had just moved to a great new apartment in Magagnosc, we are expecting a baby, and my parents and Jimena's mother were here for a visit and helping us to move in. Even though Thanksgiving in not a tradition in either of our families, we had at heart to celebrate it. It was a great occasion to invite friends from our church to join us and celebrate, and we welcomed them with our first home-made American-sized turkey. This year has also given me a new opportunity to serve in our local church. I have been asked to teach a few chapters in the Gospel of Luke at a Bible study, and then to preach on a Sunday morning when our pastor was away. It is both an exciting and an humbling experience, and I pray that God can use it for His glory.



year, marriage does bring about many changes. I feel like I have grown, like we have grown in a spiritual, emotional and even physical (yes, I am growing horizontally at the very moment) way... love, I discover, is a choice that I make each new day, and with time it becomes kindness and patience and joy... and there is still so much to learn. I'm happy to say that my French is "pas mal"... I can do different things like order bread (though I still don't know all the breads), I can call and make a doctor's appointment... somehow, I can read a book well enough to understand it, I can follow a movie quite ok, and I can sing songs at church and know what I'm saying. It has always been very important for me to learn French, but it was quite a bit discouraging at the beginning because I really didn't understand or say much. It was at church one day, when listening to our pastor without understanding a thing he was saying that I thought I would need big help from above, and He has indeed been faithful to help. So if anyone or a little bird tells you that my French is good it's really the Lord who has blessed me by helping my ears to tune-in to the language, given me good friends that only speak French with me, great parents-in-law that helped me tons in the beginning and still do, the French church that we go to, and my sweet patient Raphaël who loves his language too much to let me go about speaking bad French... and he loves me too and wants to save me from embarrassing moments, like asking for the "young cable" instead of the "yellow cable" at the store. Moving here has been such a wonderful way to start and plant a family... first there were the two of us, then Sunchi my little 13 year-old poodle from Bonaire joined our home, then we moved from our little doll house in Vallauris, to a bigger home in Magagnosc where we are now awaiting the arrival of our little baby due in April. The Lord has good things for us, the Lord has good things for you... He invites us to taste and see that He is indeed good. “O taste and see that the Lord is good: blessed is the man that trusteth in him.” (Psalm 34:8)



This year has been a great blessing for both of us and we still have much to look forward to. The joy of becoming new parents is immense and we slowly prepare ourselves for this great adventure. We also live in a beautiful region with mountains and sea and have moved to a new bigger home, but we feel that this place, and all its blessings, is as much yours as ours. So we invite you to come and visit us!



Have a Blessed New 2009!



Raphaël & Jimena PINSON 147, avenue Auguste Renoir F-06520 Magagnosc FRANCE Email: [email protected]



Get directions to our place on Google Maps.
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17 Year A Class 3 Year 

Classroom Instructions : Ecoutez, Regardez, Asseyez-vous. Levez-vous, Sautez, Tournez. Nursery Rhyme : Deux Petits Oiseaux. Les Numeros 1-10. Summer.
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another year 

Gerri and Tom enjoy a warm relationship with their community ... flirtatious in an urgent and serious way towards Joe, her junior by a generation. In the Autumn, Gerri and Tom return home from the allotment to enjoy a pleasant surprise from ...
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First Year Report - Fejoz 

Mar 2, 2007 - Appendix A presents a simple B machine M0 that just defines a system where two kinds of events .... The test x=v if the one that will be done by the CAS operation. The second .... theory RG_Assign imports RG_Syntax begin lemmas definiti
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Happy New Year 

Around 120 people were gathered at Thonon-les-Bains, with the largest delegation ever from ... who had discovered faith this summer through her testimony ... Pray for the contacts (parents of our kids' friends more than ... March 7: projection of the
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EDI implementation by year 
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Accès Studio – Year 7 

Quatre / 5. Cinq / 6. Six. 7. Sept / 8. Huit / 9. Neuf / 10. Dix / 11. Onze / 12. douze. 13. treize / 14. ... Mon frère- my brother / Ma soeur- my sister. Mon cousin- my cousin ... Dans une petite/grande maison- in a small/big house. Dans un petit/gr
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end of year bonuses 

WINES BY THE BOTTLE/GLASS. END OF YEAR ... Vineyard 2011 - 95. Syrah, Evan's Ranch 2015 ... HUNTER VALLEY, AUSTRALIA. Shiraz, Tyrrell's 2014 - 13/ ...
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PHP4 year experience 

Modeling language: UML 2, Merise 2, Design Patterns ... the ROI by keyword for the various websites of the company (leguide.com, ciao.co.uk, choozen.co.uk,.
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14 year - UEC 

29 210 Vera Kwant. NED. G17. 0. 11. 0. 0. 11. 30 102 LEGRAND Maureen. FRA. G17. 5. 5. 0. 0. 10. 31 403 Silvi Vargas. GBR. G17. 5. 5. 0. 0. 10. 32 404 Ronja ...
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year 7 revision - PDFHALL.COM 

... the sentence goes in this order: J'aime + verb (in the infinitive) or. Je n'aime pas + verb (infinitive). Using the verbs above to translate the following sentences :.
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Year of the flood 

Can anyone explain, I shared your truth today, so far away the rains and the ... In every sunrise spent all our beginnings end, all our doves sent for the hour of ...
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Vietnamese New Year 

The more popular name for the Vietnamese New Year is Tet, where as the formal name is ..... as the last class of school, the last day in the office, even the last bath, all ..... to the previous year and welcome the New Year with loud happy noises. .
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LIMITED FIVE-YEAR WARRANTY 

For automatic activation. slide switch to â€œAuln'. In this mode. the stapler will acï¬�vate when paper is inserted into the throat of the stapler. / Pour le dÃ©clenchement ...
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Zafira, model year 2003 

ABS. ABS. 2820 ECC. 707 XNL. 5120 GID. 536. SLS. P5858. 3. BNRD 0.5. 2. B ... ABS. Anti-lock Brake System. Components. A2. Control unit - Anti-lock Brake.
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Third year, second semester 

But it seems to me now clear which is the road that we must take. The westward ... Now at this last we must take a hard road, a road unforeseen. There lies our ...
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last year internship repport 

offer they have made me, that means my work and my investment has been ..... Centrale de Parisâ€� and worked between 2003 to 2006 as consultant in German ...
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Athletes of the Year 

2001 Hicham El Guerrouj (MAR) - Stacy Dragila (USA). 2002 Hicham El Guerrouj (MAR) - Paula Radcliffe (GBR). 2003 Hicham El Guerrouj (MAR) - Hestrie ...
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2014 full-year results - Lagardère 

11 mars 2015 - 2012. 2013. 2014. United States*. 0.7%. 2%. 6%. 8%. 10.4% 10.3% .... product mix, the successful development of new concepts and the contribution of ... TV: revenues are down (-6.1%), the catching up in TV Production deliveries ..... L
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Travail de vacances Year 12 

La France est la première destination touristique du monde, avec plus de 70 millions de visiteurs étrangers par an. « La clientèle ... touristes veulent le plus se rendre, derrière l'Italie, l'Espagne et la Grande-Bretagne. .... qu'on a, bouffé.
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Travail de vacances Year 12 

vouloir – to want. • devoir – to ..... 5 I like transferring the digital files of films because I can watch them with friends. … .... So, you don't like anything on TV? …
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Polo Model Year 2002 - Volkspage 

1025 kg*. Max. permissible roof load. 75 kg. Drag coefficient cd. 0,32. * Specifications refer to a 2-door Polo with 1.4-litre 55 kW engine and manual gearbox ...
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Another Crazy Year - Country France 

Another Crazy Year. ChorÃ©graphe : Maddison Glover (Australie) DÃ©c. 2016. Description : Line dance, 48 temps, 2 murs - Niveau : IntermÃ©diaire. Musique : "Trip ...
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